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The Mirror World of Antimatter

Antihydrogen (pe+) :  EB = 13.6 eV (stable)

Positronium atom (e+e-):  EB = 6.8 eV
ts=0 = 0.12 ns; ts=1 = 140 ns

Positron
e- + e+ => gamma rays

2g* (S = 0)  or  3g (S = 1)
(2g decay: eg = mec2 = 511 keV)

Antiproton
p + p => shower of pions (e.g., p+, p-)

New Particles:

positron « electron
antiproton « proton

New Atoms:
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Antiparticles are scarce in our world of matter

Confine antiparticles as a single-component plasma 
in an electromagnetic trap

Accumulate, tailor the plasma, then tailor
the delivery for specific applications

Tailoring and Delivery of Trapped Antimatter
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Outline
Tools for antimatter studies

Trapped antimatter
Efficient trapping
Cooling
Radial compression (for density control)

Beams and delivery
Narrow energy spreads
Time bunching
Merging plasmas
High quality Ps beams

New science
Positron binding to matter
Precision measurements on Ps and !H
Ps BEC and e+- e- (“pair”) plasma
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Sources of e+and p
Positrons (energies ~ keV - MeV)

Radioisotopes (18F, 58Co, 22Na)
(portable, or reactor-based)

Electron accelerators (e.g., LINACs)
(e ≥ 2mec2 = 1 MeV)

Antiprotons (energies ~ GeV)
Particle accelerators (CERN, Fermilab)

(fast protons: ep ≥ 6 mpc2 ~ 5.6 GeV)

Use materials (degraders or moderators) 
to slow antiparticles to eV energies
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History of Trapped Antimatter – the March Goes On

Antiprotons, Penning trap, Gabrielse, 1986

Positron plasma, Penning-Malmberg trap, 1989

Merge antiprotons & positrons for antihydrogen 
ATHENA, ATRAP, 2002

Trap antihydrogen, ALPHA, 2010

High-quality positronium atom beams 
Riverside, London, and Tokyo (~2018 - 2020)
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antihydrogen

e+

p

Antimatter
Exploiting
the Plasma
Connection

positron-matter
binding

Positronium physics 
Ps2, Ps beams

e+- e- (pair) plasmas

Ps-atom BEC

trap-based beam 
Munich high-flux 

positron source

Pulsar crab nebula

g-ray line

positron-Auger
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Trapping antiparticles
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A Near-Perfect “Antimatter Bottle”
the Penning-Malmberg Trap

single-component
plasma

B
V V

Canonical angular momentum

No torques  Þ is constant.   No expansion!

(Malmberg & deGrassie ‘75; O’Neil ‘80)

V(z)
z

� 

Ef = cne /B
plasma rotates:

E

fE

×
B

John Malmberg
(1927 – 1992)
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Buffer-Gas Positron Trap
(down-home gaseous positronics!)

Surko PRL ‘88; Murphy, PR ‘92

¨ Trap using electronic
excitation of N2

¨ Positrons cool to 300K 

on CF4 in ~ 0.1s

CF4

30% trapping 
efficiency

using Ne moderator

1.7 m
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50cm

Shuttle to UHV for Long Term Storage

annihilation
negligible

high-field trap

Plasma cools by 
cyclotron radiation

UHV

𝜏c ≈	0.2	s

Surko, Greaves, Charlton
Hyperfine Int. 1997

Confinement times 
of days possible

Γ = 0.26 B! 𝑇 𝑠"#
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Antiparticle Cooling
Critical for Most Applications

Collisional cooling on molecules 50 K

Cyclotron radiation for positrons and electrons 10 K

Laser cooling (sympathetic on Be+, for positrons) 5 K

Evaporation (positrons or antiprotons) 10 K
____________________________________________
Latest result:

Cyclotron cooling in a resonant cavity increases
cooling rate by x 100!*  T = 10 K (B = 0.15 tesla)

estimates of temperatures achieved to date
*Hunter & Fajans

Phys. Pl. (2018)
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Apply a torque using a rotating
electric field =>

radial compression for 

Vconf Vconf

segmented electrode

“The Rotating Wall Technique”

V = VRW cos[(2pfRW) t + f]

ERW ff >(Huang, Anderegg, Hollmann, 
Greaves, Danielson, 1997 - 2007)

B.
E

Increase Density by Radial Compression 
with Rotating Electric Fields
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Positron Plasma Parameters
Magnetic field 10-2 – 5 tesla
Number 104 - 109

Density 105 - 1010 cm-3

Space charge 10-3 – 103 eV
Temperature 10-3 – 1 eV
Plasma length 1 – 30 cm
Plasma radius 0.5 – 10 mm
Debye length 10-2 – 1 cm
Confinement time 102 – 106 s

Surko AIP ‘99, Weber PP ‘08

Diagnostics:  
modes to measure N, n, T, & aspect ratio
evaporate to measure temperature
2D CCD images

Trivelpiece-Gould modes*

mz mz
mz

Dubin PF ’93, Tinkle PP‘94
frequency
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Delivery
Trap-based Positron and Ps Beams
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Cold Positron Beam

Trap, cool and release:

Natisin, et al., APL (2016)

CO cooling gas

Cryogenic Buffer-Gas Trap at 50 K 

6.9 meV, FWHM

Tunable from ~ 20 meV to tens of volts
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positrons

Trap-based Beams – Bunch in Time

“harmonic bunching” using a parabolic potential

Cassidy, RSI 2006
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Trap-based Beams – Bunch in Time

“harmonic bunching” using a parabolic potential

15 ns pulse -> 1 ns pulse

Cassidy, RSI 2006
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Manipulating Ps Atoms and Novel Ps Beams
exploiting pulsed lasers

Trap efficiently

Cool

Compress radially

Bunch in time

=> then laser excitation
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High-Rydberg-state Positronium

Large principle quantum number n
=> weak positron-electron overlap, so long lifetime

S = 1 positronium atoms

Tailored positron pulses, cooled, compressed in space and time

Positron
pulse in
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A. C. L. JONES et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW A 90, 012503 (2014)

FIG. 1. (Color online) Schematic of the Rydberg Ps apparatus.
Positron pulses are incident upon a clean p-Si target (∼ 1.27 ×
1.42 cm2 surface area). Ps emitted from the sample is optically
excited into Rydberg states (Ps*) via uv and ir laser pulses running
transverse to the incident positrons. The sample is tilted at about
10◦–15◦, in order to increase the signal (since Ps is preferentially
emitted normal to the sample). Long-lived Ps traveling down the
flight tube is detected via 511-keV annihilation γ ’s incident on 3 × 3
in. NaI (Tl) scintillators, coupled to photomultiplier tubes (A and
B). The arrangement of detectors allows for either single-channel
detection or coincident detection, which provides clear evidence of
localized annihilation events.

2. Rydberg Ps production

In Fig. 1, the region of the apparatus relevant to the present
experiment is shown. Positrons from the trap are implanted
into the target in a 5-ns pulse, FWHM. The target is held at the
center of a 6-in.-diameter chamber on a manipulator assembly,
which provides x, y, z, and θ control. The experiments are
conducted with typical operating pressures of 10− 10–10− 9

Torr. The target is tilted approximately 10◦ toward the drift
tube. Ideally the target would face the drift tube to maximize
the Ps signal (which is anticipated to have some angular
distribution, peaked for emission normal to the surface),
however, as the lasers are introduced perpendicular to the
positron beam a steeper angle would obstruct the path of the
lasers, and/or result in a poor overlap of the expanding Ps cloud
and laser pulses.

Positronium emitted at 45◦, with respect to the positron
beam axis, can be detected at the end of the drift tube
after colliding with a split steel plate (separated for pumping
purposes by approximately 3 mm), upon which the positron
annihilates via pickoff. During their flight to the target, Ps
atoms experience a nonuniform magnetic field starting at 3.5
to 6.9 mT field at the target. This field drops off as the Ps
leaves the target, first decreasing slightly before increasing by
a factor of ∼2 while passing coil C (see Fig. 1). Subsequently,
the field in the rest frame of the Ps atoms decreases gradually
to <∼ 0.1 mT. The slowly varying magnetic field between
the target and detectors will lead to adiabatic evolution of the

Ps substates, which will remain in the original Stark manifold
for 10 ! n ! 30. For Ps with n " 30, some n,m,l mixing
will occur for the fastest atoms in the highest magnetic field
regions [19]. We note that use of an electrostatic positron beam
and magnetic shielding would eliminate the motional Stark
effects. Detection of annihilation γ ’s is achieved via two 3 × 3-
in. cylindrical NaI(Tl) detectors, coupled to photomultiplier
tubes (PMTs). Detector A (see Fig. 1 for labeling) is attached
to a Hamamatsu R2238 PMT, while B is coupled to an EMI
9821A. The detectors are situated outside of the vacuum
chamber on opposing sides of the annihilation plate, with
each covering a solid angle dω/2π ≈ 15%. This arrangement
allows for coincident detection of the two 511-keV γ ’s
emitted following Ps collisions with the plate. The detection
of coincident pulses, as well as alternating measurements
performed with and without the lasers, provide unambiguous
evidence of long-lived Ps atoms.

3. Laser system

The laser light used in the present experiment is produced
by two tunable dye lasers, pumped by a pulsed Continuum
Surelite III Nd:YAG laser system. The fundamental output of
the Surelite is an ir pulse at 1064 nm. Doubled and tripled light
is also produced, at 532 nm (∼50 mJ per pulse) and 355 nm
(∼200 mJ per pulse) respectively. The YAG is Q-switched via
a TTL trigger that is a delayed copy of the pulse that triggers
the positron trap dump, and so is fired at a typical rate of
∼0.3 Hz. Both triggers are synchronized to match the 10-Hz
flash lamps that pump the YAG.

Exciting 1S-2P transitions requires uv pulses, centered
about 243.05 nm. A coherent dye laser, with Coumarin LD489
dye, is pumped with the tripled YAG light, producing a blue
pulse tuned to ∼485.8 nm, which is then doubled to yield a
pulse (5 ns FWHM) at 242.9 nm. The light is detuned from the
usual resonant peak for excitation from 1S to 2P to account for
the typical Doppler shift of fast Ps atoms moving away from
the laser pulse at a ∼ 45◦ angle, into the drift tube, as shown in
the inset of Fig. 1. The uv pulse used in these experiments has
a bandwidth of ∼100 GHz, and is intentionally made broad, by
the use of the lowest order (n = 1) of the diffraction grating
used in the dye laser, to maximize the excitation efficiency
over a large spread of Ps velocities.

The ir pulse for the Balmer transitions is produced by a
second coherent dye laser, pumped by the 50-mJ 532-nm pulse.
The ir laser can be tuned over a range of ± ∼ 15 nm, from the
peak output wavelength of a given dye. The wavelength range
needed to excite Ps Balmer transitions to n = 15 and higher
required two different dyes. A dye centered about 751 nm (LDS
751) was used for n = 15 →∼ 25 while a second dye, centered
about 722 nm (LDS 722), covered the remaining range to just
beyond the term limit at ∼729 nm. The ir dye laser was tuned
to the highest order accessible (n = 4) to reduce the bandwidth
of the laser to ∼50 GHz.

A small fraction (∼ 1%) of each pulse was split off from
the ir laser, and redirected into a Bristol 821 Wavemeter on
each shot, yielding a measure of the laser line center vacuum
wavelength. Given the large bandwidth of the ir pulse, and
the wavemeter’s free spectral range ∼45 GHz, the precision
of the wavemeter is specified to be ±0.2 cm− 1 (or ±0.01 nm)

012503-2

Ps*

e+

Short e+ Pulses Enable Laser Manipulation
High-Rydberg Ps Beams

3

control both the positron beam implantation energy and
the electric field in the excitation region independently.
The former controls the kinetic energy of the emitted
Ps [47]. The latter allows the Stark state degeneracy in
zero electric field to be lifted and thus specific parts of
the Stark manifold to be addressed by tuning the laser
wavelength [24]. Specifically, in this way we may predom-
inantly photoexcite Stark states with either positive or
negative energy shifts, despite the limited laser resolution
and Doppler broadening e↵ects.
To allow the incident positron beam to reach the target

all electrode voltages (except those applied to T and E1)
were initially set to zero, and were then switched on af-
ter the beam had passed through using fast high-voltage
switches (with 10-90% voltage rise times of ⇡ 25 ns). The
mean Ps flight time to the first electrode was ⇡ 60 ns,
and the mean time to reach the end of the guide was
on the order of 2 µs. The �-ray signals observed by de-
tectors D2-5 were generated primarily by Ps atoms that
were either field ionized, or that collided with the vacuum
chamber walls after leaving the guide; the latter process
is indicated in Fig. 1 (a) (see also Sec. IV).

III. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The Stark e↵ect for Rydberg states of Ps in an electric
field ~F = (0, 0, Fz), can be treated analytically after solv-
ing the field-free Schrödinger equation in parabolic coor-
dinates. Upon such treatment the Stark states into which
each unperturbed Rydberg state splits in the presence of
the field are characterized by the index k = n1�n2, where
n1 and n2 are the parabolic quantum numbers. For each
value of n, and the azimuthal quantum quantum number
m, the allowed values of k range from �(n � |m| � 1)
to +(n � |m| � 1) in intervals of 2. The Stark shifts of
these states can then be expressed in terms of a series
expansion. To second order this gives [48]

EStark =
3

2
nk e aPs Fz + . . .

� 1

16
n4(17n2 � 3k2 � 9m2 + 19)

e2a2Ps

2hcRPs
F 2
z ,

(1)

where e is the electron charge, and aPs and RPs are the
Bohr radius and Rydberg constant corrected for the re-
duced mass of Ps, respectively. The energy shifts of the
n = 13 Stark states in Ps with |m| = 1, calculated using
this approach, can be seen in Fig. 2. In this figure the
energy of each state is displayed for fields up to those
in which the electric field ionization rate of the atom is
1010 s�1 [48]. The thicker sections at the high field end
of each curve encompass the range of electric fields for
which the ionization rates range from 108 to 1010 s�1.

The Stark states in Fig. 2 with negative (positive) val-
ues of k, and hence negative (positive) energy shifts in the
electric field exhibit static electric dipole moments ori-
ented parallel (anti-parallel) to the field. Consequently,

E S
ta

r
k

 /
h 

(
T

H
z
)

FIG. 2. Energy level structure of the n = 13 Stark states in
Ps with |m| = 1. The energy shift of each state, labeled with
the index k (see text for details), is displayed over the range of
fields in which the ionization rate is < 1010 s�1. The thicker
sections at the high-field end of each curve denote the fields
for which the ionization rate ranges from 108 s�1 to 1010 s�1.

in these states the reduced electron/positron charge den-
sity is localized adjacent (opposite) to the Stark saddle
point in the potential describing the interaction of the
atom with the field [49]. Because of this, states with
negative Stark energy shifts ionize in weaker fields than
those with positive Stark shifts (see Fig. 2).
A static electric dipole moment, ~µelec, can be associ-

ated with each Rydberg-Stark state such that [17],

~µelec = �3

2
nk e aPs. (2)

For the n = 13, |k| = 11 (n = 19, |k| = 17) state this
dipole moment has a value of 1100 D (2500 D). In an
inhomogeneous electric field, forces can be exerted on Ps
atoms prepared in the Stark states in Fig. 2 leading to
accelerations

~a = �rEStark

MPs
, (3)

whereMPs = 2me is the mass of the Ps atom. Under such
conditions atoms in states with negative (positive) Stark
energy shifts are accelerated toward regions of stronger
(weaker) field, with these states then referred to as high-
field-seeking [HFS] (low-field-seeking [LFS]).
In the experiments reported here, and in the

quadrupole guide for Rydberg Ps atoms demonstrated
previously [23, 38], only atoms in LFS Rydberg-Stark
states could be confined and guided in the time-
independent inhomogeneous electric fields employed.

Stark states
Create Ps in an electric field => E-field manipulation 

giant dipole moments

low
field

seekers

high
field

seekers

Positron pulses, cooled, compressed in space and time. Match to lasers

UV & IR
lasers

Positrons
in
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L ~ 6.0 m

Rydberg Ps Atom Stark Focusing Mirror

Jones, PRL (2017)

+
-+
-

reflecting 
surface

Focus low-field seekers 

High electric field
repels the low-field 
seekers

ePs ~ 0.25 eV
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Higher-energy Ps Beams

Michishio, Nakagima, et al., RSI (2019)

beam energy 0.3 – 3 keV
divergence 0.3∘

Review of
Scientific Instruments ARTICLE scitation.org/journal/rsi

In order to eliminate any charged particles generated in
the Ps production chamber, such as secondary electrons from
the converter, a pair of permanent magnets (⇠0.3 T on the sur-
face) is mounted on the outside of the entrance of the detector
chamber. Therefore, the background in our detection system
can be mainly attributed to the gamma rays of the positrons
annihilating in the converter. Two lead shields (5 cm thick
each) with a 10 mm center hole are also housed in the vac-
uum chambers to further reduce the annihilation gamma-ray
background.

III. PERFORMANCE OF THE Ps BEAM SYSTEM
We carried out production tests of the Ps beam employ-

ing this system. Figure 6 shows the TOF spectra of the MCP
signals, accumulated over 720 s each, with a Ps� accelera-
tion voltage of W = 5.0 kV. When the pulsed positron beam
was incident onto the converter, a small peak was observed
around 2 ns. The TOF of this peak corresponds to that of the
positron annihilation gamma-rays originating from the con-
verter. Here, the time zero of the spectra was defined as the
incidence time of positrons onto the converter. A delayed peak
was clearly observed only with the laser and positron beams.
The TOF of this latter peak is in good agreement with that
calculated for Ps atoms formed by the photodetachment of
the accelerated Ps� ions, t = L/

p
2 |e |W/3me + tPs� = 18.0 ns,

showing clear evidence for the Ps beam production. Here,
tPs� = 0.7 ns is the TOF of the Ps� ions from the converter
to the photodetachment point as estimated by tracking sim-
ulations. The detection rate of the Ps atoms was 23 cps for
W = 5.0 kV. The signal to background ratio was ⇠300, which is
high enough to perform various experiments with this beam.
Note that the introduction of the IR laser beam into the
chamber did not contribute to the background.

FIG. 6. Time-of-flight spectra of the MCP signals taken under three conditions: with
positron and laser beams (top, black line), positron beam only (middle, red line),
and laser beam only (bottom, blue line). The Ps� acceleration voltage W was set
to 5.0 kV.

FIG. 7. Time-of-flight spectra of the MCP signals for various acceleration volt-
ages of the Ps� ions, W. The kinetic energy of the Ps atoms, KPs, formed by the
photodetachment, was calculated as 2W /3 and is also given for each spectrum.

Figure 7 exhibits the measured TOF spectra for various
Ps� acceleration voltages W from 0.3 kV to 5.0 kV. Here, �
was set perpendicular (90�) to the acceleration direction of
the Ps� ions (the effect of the polarization angle is discussed
below). The TOF of the peak of the Ps beam in each spectrum
is shifted according to the respective acceleration voltage. The
peak TOFs are plotted as a function of W in Fig. 8 (red cir-
cles). The blue confidence band indicates the calculated TOFs
of the Ps atoms including the uncertainties in L and the emis-
sion energy of the Ps� ions from the Na-coated W film. The
experimental values are in good agreement with the calcula-
tion, indicating that the energy of the Ps beam is tunable by
varyingW. The mean kinetic energy of the Ps beam is given by
KPs = 2W/3, as drawn on the upper horizontal axis of Fig. 8.
As shown in Fig. 7, when the acceleration voltage decreases,
the peak intensities also decrease. This is attributed to the
increase in the fraction of in-flight annihilation events of the
Ps� ions and the resultant Ps atoms as well. In particular, the
loss due to the in-flight annihilation of the Ps� ions is believed
to be the dominant cause of this count rate reduction. The
reason for this lies in the much shorter annihilation lifetime of
Ps� (479 ps) than that of o-Ps (142 ns), leading to a compara-
tively much shorter flight path length. For example, the sur-
viving fractions of Ps� ions47 and resultant o-Ps atoms in their
flight path are calculated to be 31% and 89%, respectively, at

Rev. Sci. Instrum. 90, 023305 (2019); doi: 10.1063/1.5060619 90, 023305-8

Published under license by AIP Publishing

Accelerate and laser-strip 𝑃𝑠!

𝑒" → 𝑃𝑠!
𝑃𝑠! + ℎ𝜈 → Ps

One goal: Ps diffraction from material surfaces

Positron pulses, cooled, compressed in space and time - match to laser

Na-coated W film
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New Science
with Antimatter

Sketches by
A. P. Mills, Jr.
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vibrational 
Feshbach resonances 

Gilbert PRL, 2002; Gribakin RMP, 2010

Atomic Physics

Using cold positron beam, measured binding energies for > 85 molecules

eb wCH

C-H 
stretch 
modeannihilation

rate

(c)

V(r) (b)
wCH

eb

(a) e+

e

e = wCH - eb

Positrons Bind to Atoms and Molecules
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Positron Binding to Molecules

Tachikawa, PCCP 2011

p
p

predicted:         eb = 135 meV
measured:         eb = 180 meV

-+

p

+
-

N
C

-
+

p

N
C

Want to understand e+ - e- correlation & virtual positronium effects

Acetonitrile (C2H3N)

Complementary theory by
Swann, Gribakin
Dermot Green
(Belfast)
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Precision Measurement of the Fine Structure
Positronium 23S1 -> 23P0 Transition

in Fig. 1(a). Measurements were performed using
≈6.5 mW of microwave power, where the signal generator
output was adjusted to provide a constant level at the
waveguide input for all frequencies. The bandwidth and
absolute frequency calibration of the microwave source
were both sub kHz, and entirely negligible in the present
experiments.
The 23S1 → 23P0 transition was driven using polarized

microwave radiation such that only ΔMJ ¼ 0 transitions
were allowed (where MJ represents the z projection of the
total angular momentum vector J⃗ ¼ l⃗þ S⃗, and S⃗ is the Ps
spin vector [47]). Thus, only the 23S1 (MJ ¼ 0) sublevel
was depopulated. The metastable 23S1 level does not
decay radiatively, but has a mean annihilation lifetime
τann ¼ 1.1 μs [48]. If population is transferred to the 23P0

level, these atoms will decay to the 13S1 ground state with a
mean radiative lifetime τrad ¼ 3.2ns, and then self-anni-
hilation will occur with a mean lifetime of 142 ns [48]; self-
annihilation of all23PJ levels is negligible [49]. The natural
linewidth of the 23S1 → 23P0 transition is 1=2πτrad ≈
50 MHz (FWHM). Spontaneous radiative decay may
proceed via ΔMJ ¼ 0 and ΔMJ ¼ #1 channels, as indi-
cated in the inset to Fig. 2. Thus, the effect of driving the
23S1 → 23P0 microwave transition was to reduce the mean
lifetime against annihilation of the 23S1 population, which
may therefore be detected using positron annihilation
lifetime spectroscopy.
Ps lifetime spectra were measured using a single-shot

technique [50] in which the time profile of Ps annihilation
radiation was recorded by four lutetium-yttrium oxyortho-
silicate (LYSO) based gamma-ray detectors [45], placed
around the vacuum chamber as indicated in Fig. 1(b).
Lifetime spectra were parametrized using the quantity
fd¼

R
C
B VðtÞdt=

R
C
A VðtÞdt, where VðtÞ represents the detec-

tor output voltage and ðA;B; CÞ ¼ ð−30; 600; 1400Þ ns

define the analysis time windows used [44]. Radiation
induced changes to Ps decay rates were characterized by
the parameter Sγ ¼ ½fdðoffÞ − fdðonÞ'=fdðoffÞ, where (on)
and (off) refer to the microwave radiation.
Spectra of the 23S1 → 23P0 transition were obtained by

measuring Sγ as a function of the microwave frequency.
The data were corrected according to the frequency
dependence of the electric field intensity and microwave
power in a waveguide, as described by Hagena et al. [36],
although for the waveguide used here this had a negligible
effect. Lorentzian functions, using instrumental error
weighting, were used to fit the data and obtain the transition
frequencies. Although more complicated line shapes can be
used [35], for symmetric line shapes any suitable sym-
metric function (including Lorentzian profiles) will give the
same center frequencies [36].
In the absence of broadening, or other perturbing

mechanisms, one would expect to observe a Lorentzian
profile with a FWHM equal to the 50 MHz natural
linewidth. In fact, broader lines were observed, an example
of which is shown in Fig. 2. The linewidth averaged over all
measurements was Γ0 ¼ 66# 1 MHz; we attribute this
to transit time broadening [51], caused by the Ps flight
time through the waveguide. Time-of-flight spectra of
excited-state Ps generated from silica films have been
measured [52], yielding a mean longitudinal Ps speed of
vz ≈ 107 cm=s, with a broad distribution (#30%). Slower
atoms from this distribution, which are more likely to
contribute to the 23S1 → 23P0 signal, will take approxi-
mately 100 ns to pass through the waveguide; this is
sufficient to broaden the linewidths to the observed values.
The transverse velocity distribution of the excited state Ps
along the x direction was determined by the 100 GHz
excitation laser bandwidth, broadening the line by less than

FIG. 2. Example line shape and Lorentzian fit for the ν0
transition measured in a magnetic field of 32 G using detector
D2. The vertical line at Δν ¼ 0 corresponds to the calculated
transition frequency, including the Zeeman shift. The inset shows
the microwave (solid arrow) and optical (dashed arrows) tran-
sitions by which 23S1 atoms reach the 13S1 ground state.

6 mm 6.48 mm

VT

(a) (b)
antenna

12.95 mm

SiO2

guide

B

laser
UV

D4D3

D1D2

y
x

x
z

Ps

hSiO2
µ-wave

laser
UV

F

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of the positronium formation and
excitation region and WR-51 waveguide and (b) the positions
of the four LYSO detectors D1-4. The spatial profile of the UV
excitation laser light is indicated by the (blue) rectangle in (a). F
and B represent the electric field of the microwave radiation, and
the externally applied magnetic field, respectively.

PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS 125, 073002 (2020)
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Gurung, PRL (2020)

in Fig. 1(a). Measurements were performed using
≈6.5 mW of microwave power, where the signal generator
output was adjusted to provide a constant level at the
waveguide input for all frequencies. The bandwidth and
absolute frequency calibration of the microwave source
were both sub kHz, and entirely negligible in the present
experiments.
The 23S1 → 23P0 transition was driven using polarized

microwave radiation such that only ΔMJ ¼ 0 transitions
were allowed (where MJ represents the z projection of the
total angular momentum vector J⃗ ¼ l⃗þ S⃗, and S⃗ is the Ps
spin vector [47]). Thus, only the 23S1 (MJ ¼ 0) sublevel
was depopulated. The metastable 23S1 level does not
decay radiatively, but has a mean annihilation lifetime
τann ¼ 1.1 μs [48]. If population is transferred to the 23P0

level, these atoms will decay to the 13S1 ground state with a
mean radiative lifetime τrad ¼ 3.2ns, and then self-anni-
hilation will occur with a mean lifetime of 142 ns [48]; self-
annihilation of all23PJ levels is negligible [49]. The natural
linewidth of the 23S1 → 23P0 transition is 1=2πτrad ≈
50 MHz (FWHM). Spontaneous radiative decay may
proceed via ΔMJ ¼ 0 and ΔMJ ¼ #1 channels, as indi-
cated in the inset to Fig. 2. Thus, the effect of driving the
23S1 → 23P0 microwave transition was to reduce the mean
lifetime against annihilation of the 23S1 population, which
may therefore be detected using positron annihilation
lifetime spectroscopy.
Ps lifetime spectra were measured using a single-shot

technique [50] in which the time profile of Ps annihilation
radiation was recorded by four lutetium-yttrium oxyortho-
silicate (LYSO) based gamma-ray detectors [45], placed
around the vacuum chamber as indicated in Fig. 1(b).
Lifetime spectra were parametrized using the quantity
fd¼

R
C
B VðtÞdt=

R
C
A VðtÞdt, where VðtÞ represents the detec-

tor output voltage and ðA;B; CÞ ¼ ð−30; 600; 1400Þ ns

define the analysis time windows used [44]. Radiation
induced changes to Ps decay rates were characterized by
the parameter Sγ ¼ ½fdðoffÞ − fdðonÞ'=fdðoffÞ, where (on)
and (off) refer to the microwave radiation.
Spectra of the 23S1 → 23P0 transition were obtained by

measuring Sγ as a function of the microwave frequency.
The data were corrected according to the frequency
dependence of the electric field intensity and microwave
power in a waveguide, as described by Hagena et al. [36],
although for the waveguide used here this had a negligible
effect. Lorentzian functions, using instrumental error
weighting, were used to fit the data and obtain the transition
frequencies. Although more complicated line shapes can be
used [35], for symmetric line shapes any suitable sym-
metric function (including Lorentzian profiles) will give the
same center frequencies [36].
In the absence of broadening, or other perturbing

mechanisms, one would expect to observe a Lorentzian
profile with a FWHM equal to the 50 MHz natural
linewidth. In fact, broader lines were observed, an example
of which is shown in Fig. 2. The linewidth averaged over all
measurements was Γ0 ¼ 66# 1 MHz; we attribute this
to transit time broadening [51], caused by the Ps flight
time through the waveguide. Time-of-flight spectra of
excited-state Ps generated from silica films have been
measured [52], yielding a mean longitudinal Ps speed of
vz ≈ 107 cm=s, with a broad distribution (#30%). Slower
atoms from this distribution, which are more likely to
contribute to the 23S1 → 23P0 signal, will take approxi-
mately 100 ns to pass through the waveguide; this is
sufficient to broaden the linewidths to the observed values.
The transverse velocity distribution of the excited state Ps
along the x direction was determined by the 100 GHz
excitation laser bandwidth, broadening the line by less than

FIG. 2. Example line shape and Lorentzian fit for the ν0
transition measured in a magnetic field of 32 G using detector
D2. The vertical line at Δν ¼ 0 corresponds to the calculated
transition frequency, including the Zeeman shift. The inset shows
the microwave (solid arrow) and optical (dashed arrows) tran-
sitions by which 23S1 atoms reach the 13S1 ground state.
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was depopulated. The metastable 23S1 level does not
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hilation will occur with a mean lifetime of 142 ns [48]; self-
annihilation of all23PJ levels is negligible [49]. The natural
linewidth of the 23S1 → 23P0 transition is 1=2πτrad ≈
50 MHz (FWHM). Spontaneous radiative decay may
proceed via ΔMJ ¼ 0 and ΔMJ ¼ #1 channels, as indi-
cated in the inset to Fig. 2. Thus, the effect of driving the
23S1 → 23P0 microwave transition was to reduce the mean
lifetime against annihilation of the 23S1 population, which
may therefore be detected using positron annihilation
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Ps lifetime spectra were measured using a single-shot

technique [50] in which the time profile of Ps annihilation
radiation was recorded by four lutetium-yttrium oxyortho-
silicate (LYSO) based gamma-ray detectors [45], placed
around the vacuum chamber as indicated in Fig. 1(b).
Lifetime spectra were parametrized using the quantity
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define the analysis time windows used [44]. Radiation
induced changes to Ps decay rates were characterized by
the parameter Sγ ¼ ½fdðoffÞ − fdðonÞ'=fdðoffÞ, where (on)
and (off) refer to the microwave radiation.
Spectra of the 23S1 → 23P0 transition were obtained by

measuring Sγ as a function of the microwave frequency.
The data were corrected according to the frequency
dependence of the electric field intensity and microwave
power in a waveguide, as described by Hagena et al. [36],
although for the waveguide used here this had a negligible
effect. Lorentzian functions, using instrumental error
weighting, were used to fit the data and obtain the transition
frequencies. Although more complicated line shapes can be
used [35], for symmetric line shapes any suitable sym-
metric function (including Lorentzian profiles) will give the
same center frequencies [36].
In the absence of broadening, or other perturbing

mechanisms, one would expect to observe a Lorentzian
profile with a FWHM equal to the 50 MHz natural
linewidth. In fact, broader lines were observed, an example
of which is shown in Fig. 2. The linewidth averaged over all
measurements was Γ0 ¼ 66# 1 MHz; we attribute this
to transit time broadening [51], caused by the Ps flight
time through the waveguide. Time-of-flight spectra of
excited-state Ps generated from silica films have been
measured [52], yielding a mean longitudinal Ps speed of
vz ≈ 107 cm=s, with a broad distribution (#30%). Slower
atoms from this distribution, which are more likely to
contribute to the 23S1 → 23P0 signal, will take approxi-
mately 100 ns to pass through the waveguide; this is
sufficient to broaden the linewidths to the observed values.
The transverse velocity distribution of the excited state Ps
along the x direction was determined by the 100 GHz
excitation laser bandwidth, broadening the line by less than

FIG. 2. Example line shape and Lorentzian fit for the ν0
transition measured in a magnetic field of 32 G using detector
D2. The vertical line at Δν ¼ 0 corresponds to the calculated
transition frequency, including the Zeeman shift. The inset shows
the microwave (solid arrow) and optical (dashed arrows) tran-
sitions by which 23S1 atoms reach the 13S1 ground state.
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vrms
y ≈ 107 cm=s [52]. In a magnetic field of Bz ¼ 100 G

this would result in a motional electric field of 10 V=cm,
perpendicular to the magnetic field, and a corresponding
Stark shift of ≈700 kHz for the ν0 transition. However,
while the motional electric field is linear in B, the
concomitant Stark shift depends on the square of this field,
and therefore on B2. This means that any such shifts would
extrapolate to zero along with the Zeeman shifts (see Fig. 4)
and do not contribute to the systematic error of the zero-
field transition frequency determination. Moreover, since
they are always in the same direction, motional Stark shifts
would result in (magnetic-field-dependent) asymmetric line
shapes, which were not observed, as indicated by the
asymmetry parameters in Fig. 4(c).
Other possible sources of systematic error are second

order Doppler shifts [≈1 kHz, since ðvrms
y Þ2=2c2 ≈

5 × 10−8], ac Stark shifts (< 7 kHz, based on a determi-
nation that the microwave power corresponds to ≈25% of
the saturation intensity), and Stark shifts due to stray
electric fields. The latter arise from electric fields in the
waveguide, caused by patch potentials and other (material-
dependent) properties, that are inevitably present to some
extent (e.g., Refs. [63–65]). Since Rydberg atoms are
highly sensitive to electric fields [66] they can be used
to probe stray fields near metal surfaces [67]. Based on
previous measurements of stray electric fields close to
perforated metal surfaces [68], we expect that the average
stray electric field experienced by the atoms in the wave-
guide was < 1 V=cm, and the resulting Stark shift of the ν0
transition frequency < 7 kHz. Localized positron beam
induced charging effects in the waveguide are considered to
be negligible.
The largest systematic error in the experiment comes

from a possible misalignment of the excitation laser
with the axis of the waveguide. The laser alignment process
resulted in a beam perpendicular to the waveguide to within
an angle of θ ¼ $ 2°, giving possible mean transverse
Ps speeds due to laser misalignment of $ vz sinðθÞ ¼
$ 3.5 × 105 cm=s, and a concomitant Doppler shift of
$ 215 kHz for the ν0 transition. The error budget for all
known systematic effects is summarized in Table I and is
clearly dominated by Doppler shifts due to possible laser
misalignment; we take $ 230 kHz to represent the total
systematic error of the measurement, neglecting the fact

that all effects other than the laser alignment lead to shifts in
only one direction.
The results of all existing ν0 measurements are shown in

Fig. 5. The final result of the present experiment is
ν0 ¼ 18501.02 $ 0.57stat $ 0.23syst MHz, which repre-
sents an almost sevenfold improvement over the
quoted precision of the best previous measurement [36].
Despite this increased precision, however, our measure-
ment is not in agreement with the QED calculation of
ν0 ¼ 18498.25 $ 0.08 MHz [10]. The difference amounts
to 2.77 MHz, or a 4.5σ discrepancy. There are no obvious
sources of systematic error in the current measurements that
could lead to shifts of this magnitude, and the discrepancy
therefore warrants further investigation.
There are many improvements that can be made to this

experiment to achieve higher precision: (i) extracting the
positron beam from the magnetic field [69] would reduce
Zeeman shifts to negligible levels. (ii) Using a beam of
Rydberg He atoms to measure residual electric fields in the
waveguide [5] via microwave spectroscopy (e.g., Ref. [70])
would allow full characterization of any Stark shifts arising
from stray fields. (iii) Increasing the γ-ray detector solid
angle coverage could improve count rates by an order of
magnitude. (iv) Reversing the direction of propagation
of the microwave radiation would allow a direct measure-
ment, and correction, of any Doppler shifts caused by laser
misalignment.
The next generation of these experiments will also involve

measurements of other fine structure intervals, i.e., the
23S1→23P1 and 23S1→23P2 intervals (see Fig. 3). These
measurements are more complicated because they are
susceptible to interference effects that cause asymmetric
line shapes, arising from multiple pathways between initial
and final states [53]. These are exacerbated by the sub-
structure of the 23P1 and 23P2 levels, and larger Zeeman
shifts, meaning that accurate determinations of the ν1 and ν2
transition frequencies will likely require magnetic-field-free
measurements, and the development of a complete line shape
model (e.g., Refs. [71–73]). Line shifts due to interference

TABLE I. List of systematic errors as described in the text.

Effect Shift (kHz)

Laser alignment $ 215
Motional Stark
Stray electric fields (< 1 V=cm) < þ 7
Second order Doppler þ 1
ac Stark þ 7

FIG. 5. Previous measurements of the Ps ν0 interval [35,36] and
the present result (UCL 2020). The vertical line indicates the
theoretical value and uncertainty of the transition frequency [10].
The statistical and systematic errors of the measurements have
been added in quadrature.
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Positronium 23S1 -> 23P0 Transition

4.5 s disagreement
with theory at the 

ma6 level. 
ma7 in progress

Gurung, PRL (2020)

A discrepancy!
theory?
experiment?
new physics?
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Stable, Neutral Antimatter
Antihydrogen

Test CPT Theorem and Gravity

Atomic Physics continued

Compare H and !H 1S – 2S inteval
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Antihydrogen Production

Trap positrons

Launch antiprotons into mixing region

Mix – make lots of  antihydrogen!

Nested Penning traps

ATHENA/ALPHA (2002-2007)

�̅�, e+ plasmas
trapped, cooled, 
RW-compressed

ATRAP similar

Formed by three-body collisions: p + +e + +e = H + +e
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New Protocol for !H Production (gaseous leptonics)

• Use Rotating Wall
to set n

• Use evaporative cooling to
set the plasma potential

• -> sets N, n and rp

Number of trappable 
!H increased tenfold!

Use for 
e- and e+ plasma
reproducibility

Ahmadi, PRL (2018)
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Ahmadi, Nature (2018)

2-Photon Spectroscopy 1S – 2S Transition in !H
measured using SDREVC LETTER RESEARCH

frequency because of a hardware failure in an early block of four trials; 
extra trials were added to compensate for the excluded data.

To examine the general features of the measurement results, we plot 
(Fig. 3a) the four datasets on one graph by using a simple scaling. The 
points at zero (on-resonance) and −200-kHz detuning (at which no 
signal is expected7), repeated for each set, are used for the scaling. For 
the laser exposure (‘appearance’) data, we define a scaled response at 
detuning D within each set: rl(D) = L(D)/L(0). Similarly, for the sur-
viving population (‘disappearance’ data), we use rs(D) = [S(−200 kHz) 
− S(D)]/[S(−200 kHz) − S(0)]. The uncertainties shown are due to 
Poissonian counting errors only. For comparison, we also plot the 
results of a simulation19 based on the expected behaviour of hydrogen 
in our trap for a cavity power of 1 W, scaled to the zero-detuning data 
point. We see that the peak position and the width of the scaled spec-
tral line are consistent with the calculation for hydrogen and that the 
experiment generally reproduces the predicted asymmetric line shape. 
There is also good agreement between the appearance and disappear-
ance data (Fig. 3a).

The simulation involves propagating the trapped atoms in an accu-
rate model of the magnetic trap. When an atom crosses the laser 
beam, which has a waist of 200 µm at the cavity centre, we calculate 
the two-photon excitation probability, taking into account transit-time 
broadening, the a.c. Stark shift and the residual Zeeman effect. The sim-
ulation determines whether excited atoms are lost owing to ionization 
or to a spin-flip event. The variable input parameters for the simulation 
are the cavity power and the laser frequency. The modelled response is 
asymmetric in frequency owing to the residual Zeeman effect19. The 
width of the line, for our experimental parameters, is dominated by 
transit-time broadening, which contributes about 50 kHz full-width 
at half-maximum (FWHM) at 243 nm. For 1 W of cavity power, the 
a.c. Stark shift is about 2.5 kHz to higher frequency and the ionization 
contributes about 2 kHz to the natural line width.

To make a more quantitative comparison of the experimental results 
with the expectations for hydrogen, it is necessary to scrutinize differ-
ences between the four datasets. The overall response should be linear 
in the number of atoms addressed, so it is possible to normalize for this. 
However, the line width depends on the stored power in the cavity, as 
does the frequency of the peak (Fig. 3b). The cavity power is difficult 
to measure in our geometry because the amount of transmitted light 
depends sensitively on the small transmission from the output coupler 
(about 0.05%) and on absorption in the optical elements through which 
the transmitted light exits (Fig. 1). We observe that the transmitted 
power can degrade, owing to accumulated ultraviolet damage to the 
window and mirror substrate, whereas the finesse of the cavity does 
not change.

A modelling approach that self-consistently accounts for fluctuations 
in experimental parameters is a simultaneous fit in which we allow the 
four sets to have distinct powers (P1–4), but the same frequency shift 
with respect to the hydrogen calculation (Methods). We require that 
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Relative
precision
2 x 10-12!

Refined spectroscopy,
& gravity tests in progress

by several groups

Near term goal ~ 3 x 10-15
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Many-Electron
Many-Positron System

Sketches by
A. P. Mills, Jr.
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Yabu, NIMB ‘04

8 x 103 K

T ~ 7 x 104 K

n

nMott~ 3 x 1022 cm-3

e+ - e-
plasma

(BEC º Bose-Einstein condensate)

e+ - e- liquid
normal /supercond…

Ps2 gas
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Many Body Physics with Antimatter
electron-positron phase diagram
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Optical spectrum
of the Ps2 molecule

(e+e-e+e–)

First many-electron
many-positron state

Spectroscopy of Ps2 Ps2

hn

Doppler shifts

Ps2: 1s – 2p

Al(1,1,1)

Cassidy, PRL 2012
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Route to a Ps BEC

Ps
e +

Mills, Proc. ICPA (AIP 2019)

108 e+ from accumulator
5 keV -> Ni remoderator
5 keV -> porous silica

5 x 105 hat brim
1 x 105 top of the hat

many challenges 
e.g., sample heating

goal
n ~ 1019 cm-3

Tc = 70 K

remoderated
beam

1.5 µm

Ps PsPs

Ps

PsPs

Ps

4 µ

1.5 µ
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Classical
Electron-Positron (“Pair”) Plasmas

Novel nonlinear phenomena for T+= T- and n+ = n-
• Remarkably good confinement 
• Heavily damped acoustic mode 
• Faraday rotation absent
• Very strong nonlinear growth and damping processes*

* Tsytovich & Wharton, Comm. on Pl. Phys. (1978)

Relativistic e- - e+ plasmas
• Astrophysical relevance

Electron beam – positron plasma experiment
Greaves, PRL (1995); Gilbert, PP (2001) 
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Coil catcher

Levitating
magnet

Lifting magnet
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e- - e+ (“Pair”) Plasma– the APEX Collaboration
Levitated Superconducting Magnetic Dipole

Yoshida, PP (2013)

plasma

Advantages
300 s confinement
Can confine e+ & e-

Positron test 
experiments with
permanent magnet

Stenson, PRL 2018
Horn-Stanja, PRL 2018

Reviews:
Stoneking, JPP (in press)
Pedersen, NJP (2012)
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Immediate goal: giant pulses  for e+ - e- plasmas 
(the APEX collaboration)

Will need a “multicell trap” for large N*
____________________________________________

Goals for other NEPOMUC experiments:

Positron-Auger spectroscopy using bunched e+

Single-shot PALS (buncher for ≤ 300 ps timing)

RW and centerline-extraction for positron microscope

A Positron Trap on the NEPOMUC Beam in Munich

* Hurst, Phys. Plasmas (2019)

(~ 5 x 108 e+/s)
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Antimatter in the Laboratory
Gaseous Positronics is the Driver 

Much Progress and Many Opportunities

! Materials and atomic physics

! Tests of fundamental physics

! Antimatter plasmas & BEC Ps
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Future of Antimatter Plasma Technology
Tools

Improved plasma compression
Colder antimatter plasmas

Antihydrogen
Improved ,p -positron mixing
Antihydrogen beams

Positron and Ps Physics
Larger numbers of positrons
Higher quality Ps beams
Portable antimatter traps
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Review Articles:
Plasma and Trap-Based Techniques for Science with Positrons

J. R. Danielson, et al., Rev. Mod. Phys. 87, 247 (2015).
Experimental Progress in Positronium Laser Physics

D. B. Cassidy, Euro. Phys. J. D. 72, 53 (2018)
Plasma and Trap-Based Techniques for Science with Antimatter

J. Fajans and C. M. Surko, Phys. Plasmas 27, 030601 (2020)
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